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Background
• Although resistance mutations have been identified in vitro and in patients failing 

integrase strand transfer inhibitor (INSTI) treatment, less is known about the effect 
of combinations of these mutations on INSTI phenotypic resistance

Objective
• To measure the combinatorial effects of major Integrase resistance mutations on 

INSTI phenotypic resistance

Approach
• Starting with a clinical isolate harboring multiple resistance mutations conferring 

high genotypic resistance to all INSTIs, we constructed chimeric viruses harboring 
all possible combinations of these mutations to quantify their individual and 
combined effects on INSTI phenotypic susceptibility



Clinical isolate, recombinant virus construction and resistance phenotyping

1. Clinical Isolate: 
Routine clinical INSTI 
genotyping identified 
a sample harboring 
T97A, E138K, G140S 
and Q148H which 
together confer high-
level INSTI resistance

2. Recombinant Virus Construction: Chimeric Viruses are constructed by co-transfection of the 
patient-derived integrase amplicon or one of the synthetic DNA fragments containing all possible 
combinations of 0-, 1-, 2-, 3-, or 4-mutation combination in the clinical sample background, with a 
linearized integrase-deleted NL4.3 plasmid, into a tat-driven GFP reporter CEM-GXR cell line. 
Viruses are harvested when GFP+ (HIV-infected) cells reach >15% in culture. Viruses are assessed 
for drug resistance in the same cell line.

3. Resistance Phenotyping: The above Figures show the INSTI resistance phenotypes data of the clinical isolate. The 
orange line represents the NL4.3 wild-type reference virus and the blue line represents the clinical isolate carrying the 
four mutations. Both RAL and EVG in the top two figures showed no activity against this clinical isolate.  For DTG, CAB 
and BIC, the blue line is shifted to the right indicating a decrease in susceptibility to these inhibitors. % inhibition of 
emtricitabine, a NRTI, was used as a negative control. FC = Fold Change in EC50 relative to NL4.3 reference virus. 



Construction and phenotypic assessment of recombinant virus panel

1. Mutant virus panel harboring 
all mutation combinations:       
The 4 substitutions were 
deconstructed into all possible 
combinations with either the 
autologous backbone or a NL4.3 
backbone using commercially 
available DNA synthesis. The 
resulting viruses were verified by 
Illumina DNA sequencing to 
ensure the absence of in vitro 
mutations. The isolate revertant
variant was generated by 
reversing these 4 substitutions 
back to the subtype B consensus 
residues. 

2. Phenotypic INSTI resistance:
Representative data from samples 
with a wide range of phenotypic 
resistance profiles. 

As expected, NL4.3 is fully 
susceptible to all INSTIs. 

The clinical revertant virus was also 
susceptible to all INSTIs except EVG 
which showed low-level resistance. 

Chimeric virus that harboured the 
T97A/E138K/G140S combination 
exhibited low-level resistance to 
DTG, CAB, and BIC but high-level 
resistance to RAL, and EVG. 

The chimeric virus harbouring the 
quadruple mutation combination 
conferred high-level resistance to 
all INSTIs . 



EC50 fold-change values and agreement with predicted genotypic resistance scores

Table on the Left: 
Fold Change (FC) in RAL, 
EVG, DTG, CAB, and BIC 
EC50 relative to NL4.3 
Wild-type of recombinant 
viruses harboring different 
combinations of T97A, 
E138K, G140S, and Q148H 
in the background of the 
clinical isolate or NL4.3.

Figure on the right: 
Observed RAL, EVG, DTG 
and BIG EC50 Fold Change 
correlated significantly 
with Stanford University 
HIVdb Resistance Scores 
(algorithm v8.9-1). 



Conclusions

• Panels of chimeric viruses can be used to assess the cumulative effect of combinations of 
Integrase mutations on INSTI susceptibility

• We confirm that in this clinical isolate, Q148H plus one of T97A or E138K is required in 
order to confer high-level resistance to DTG, CAB and BIC 

• G140S must be present to compensate for a fitness defect conferred by Q148H


